CYCLE DIRT TEST

SUZUKI
PEI75
Suzuki engineers reached into
their parts inventory, mixed
and matched pieces from three
RM125 models, made appropriate
modifications, and thus created
the impressive new PEI 75.

• DURING THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1978,

Suzuki PEI75 riders successfully as
saulted the lightweight class in both local
and national enduros and in all five ISDT
Two-Day Qualifiers. One rider in particu
lar, Drew Smith, racked up an impressive
list of wins. He topped the 175 class in the
Alabama, Fort Hood, Michigan and Ore
gon Two-Day events. Additionally, fellow
Team Suzuki riders Don Cichocki and
Mike Rosso made it a PE one-two-three
sweep of the 175 class at Fort Hood. Not
content with class wins, Smith humbled
the 250 and 400 riders by reeling in the
overall victory at the Burr Oak National
Enduro and the Oregon City National in
May. Clearly, the PEI 75 has now been
recognized as a machine for competitors
with serious intentions to win.
Designers saw a potential market com
posed of dedicated novice enduroists as
well as experts, and Suzuki worked to
satisfy all levels of riders. The company,
trying to build a multi-level bike, has pro
duced a machine which accommodates
beginners and intermediates, and the 175
has come within a couple of horsepower
of producing a bike which meets the
requirements of aspiring ISDT contend
ers. For experts, the stock 175 is a bit
down in power compared to its box-stock
competitor, the Yamaha IT 175. However,
after watching some of the Team Suzuki
riders in action and considering their ex
traordinary success, we think the PE not
only has the potential to be really fast, but
also that a few individual 175s have al
ready been modified to that level.
Four primary factors contributed to the
175’s success, real and potential. First,
Suzuki designers began with a solid basis
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for development: the RM125. For four
years the RM has been either the best, or
near the best, 125 motocrosser available.
And it’s no secret that, with just a few
exceptions, the major components which
make a good motocross bike also make a
good enduro bike.
The PE uses parts and designs from the
A-, B- and C-model RM125s, including (in
modified form) the RM top end, engine
cases, transmission and chassis. Devel
opers of the PE did not make the enduro
model a direct extension of the RM-C,
which theoretically is the most advanced
machine, for two reasons. First, though
the latest motocrosser is extensively re
fined, its major components also have
their roots in the RM-A. Moreover, most of
the C-model’s modifications have more
exactly defined its role as a motocrosser.
Consequently the developers chose the
most suitable parts from all RM models in
order to assemble an enduro bike.
All the RMs and the PE use the same
basic cylinder and head design. The
sand-cast cylinder has an iron liner with a
bridged intake port, six transfer ports (two
of which are debatably functional boost
ports) and a large bridged exhaust port.
Unfortunately, the cylinder’s quality of
construction is only average. In the past,
Suzukis have had especially high-quality
cylinder construction, but the PE cylinder
has many jagged port edges and rough
port linings; all of this hinders the flow of
gas. A two-petal reed valve combines with
the piston port induction system to form
the hybrid case-reed design. Because the
PE has a 57mm stroke and the RM has a quier in the mid-range than the A-model.
54mm stroke, the port heights are neces The PE has the B’s reeds, which help to
sarily different. However, the PE’s port produce power more suitable to enduro
angles have been intentionally altered to riding. Both the PE and the RM-C have
give the 175 a wider power band and 32mm carbs which feed the gas/air mix
ture to the two-petal reed valves.
more torque.
The PE engine uses slightly modified
The cylinder head does not use a
squish band for one major reason. In a RM cases: the 175 has wider transfer-port
175cc engine, the benefit of a band- recesses, and—though both use six cylin
concentration of the charge to eliminate der studs—they have slightly different
detonation—comes only with nearly exact stud patterns. Internally, the PE differs
machining tolerances, and in mass-pro from the RM primarily in its gear ratios,
duced engines such exactness is rare. which are wider for enduro work. Com
And there’s nothing really unusual about
the piston either. The piston uses two
standard rectangular-construction rings.
The piston also has a long piston skirt,
made possible by the use of the case-reed
valve. The long skirt aids reliability by
offering large piston-surface contact
area, thus reducing the rocking motion of
the piston and eliminating a minor degree
of wear.
Other PE top-end parts are larger to
handle the extra power: the connecting
rod is stronger; there’s a 22mm crank pin
compared to the RM’s 19mm pin, a larger
big-end bearing, and a 16mm wrist pin
compared to the RM’s 14mm pin.
The PE’s induction system is a good
example of the designers selectively
choosing components from various RM
models. Thanks to its modified reed
valves, the 1977 RM-B engine was torSEPTEMBER 1978

paratively, the PE’s and RM’s ratios are:
1st..........
2nd.........
3rd..........
4th..........
5th..........
6th..........

PE
RM
34/11 .... ...... 28/12
....... 31/14
...... 28/16
........ 28/17 ..... ...... 24/17
........ 25/20 .... ...... 25/21
........ 23/22
...... 23/22
........ 21/24.......
22/23

The two bikes share the fourth and fifth
driven gears, and the third and fifth drive
gears. Furthermore, both machines have
the same drive shaft and share all bear
ings. The countershafts on both bikes are
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SUZUKI PE17S
dimensionally identical; however, be
cause the first gears are in unit with the
countershafts, the parts are not inter
changeable. Except for two extra plates,
the PE's clutch is identical to the RM’s.
Both bikes use Suzuki’s Pointless Elec
tronic Ignition. Though the RM uses an
internal rotor flywheel, the PE uses a
heavier external rotor to generate more
flywheel inertia and consequently provide
more low-end pulling power.
Research and development men re
turned to the RM-A for the PE’s basic
chassis dimensions. The two bikes share
a 30-degree head angle, 130mm trail and
overall basic design. The PE differs only
by virtue of a rear fender loop and a few
extra tabs to accommodate specific enduro items such as a large silencer/spark
arrestor. The PE does not use the RM-C’s
frame dimensions because the new motocrosser has a steeper head angle and less
trail, features which produce quicker
steering but also detract slightly from
high-speed stability. Two significant di
mensions of the RM-C and PE swing arms
are the same: the center-to-center dis
tance from the swing-arm pivot to the
shock mount is 327mm (12.8 inches) and
the distance from the swing-arm pivot to
the rear-axle slot is 505mm (19.8 inches).
Swing-arm bearings (and steering-head
bearings) used in the RM-C and PE are
identical; however, the motocrosser's
swing arm is larger in diameter.
There are substantial differences in
suspension between the motocrosser
and the enduro bike. Though both ma
chines have the same wheel travel—
230mm (9.1 inches) and 224mm (9.0
inches), front and rear—the PE uses a
KYB oil/spring fork while the RM uses an
air/oil design, and the 175 uses fully
contained DeCarbon-design, KYB gas/oil
shocks in place of the 125’s remote-reser
voir units.
The PEI 75 owes part of its success as
a highly functional first-year model to its
excellent foundation in the Suzuki part
bins. But the PE250 also had an excellent
base—the RM250—and, comparatively
speaking, the 250 enduro was not as firstrate an effort as the 175 is. And this leads
to the second factor behind the 175’s
success: Suzuki’s experience with the
PE250 paved the way for more efficient
development of the smaller bike. The peo
ple involved with making the 250 raceready were the same people responsible
for the prototype testing of the 175, and
the man in charge of the effort was Team
Suzuki racing manager John Morgan.
Morgan directs the efforts of the 175
and 250 riders contesting both the Na
tional Championship Enduro series and
the Two-Day Qualifying rounds. For three
years, he worked on making the PE250
competitive, and in the process he gained
SEPTEMBER 1978

Manufactured strictly for enduro work, the 175 is easily modified to produce more power

a lot of practical knowledge. He applied logs or switchbacks, the rider appreciates
this experience to the development of the the gradual rise in power. The rear wheel
175, which was tested in its pre-produc never breaks loose unless the rider wants
tion stages by Drew Smith, Herluf John it to, and this results in a precise, control
son and Mike Halpin, in Massachusetts lable ride. On faster trails, the rider must
and New Jersey.
keep the PE well into its powerband and
But there’s more to the production of a keep the gear shift lever moving to main
competitive machine than the success of tain a higher speed average. If the rider is
a prototype. Often, a pre-production bike lazy and doesn’t shift, the PE is not quick
has items which never see the light of a to regain revs and consequently speed.
production day. John Morgan was ada Cycle test riders found that particularly in
mant that most of the prototype’s high- cross-country and desert riding, where
quality and effective items made it into the speeds are generally faster than in a
production. In short, he insisted the bike timed event, it was necessary to keep the
be right or not at all.
175 revving high.
Other aspects of the powerplant’s per
The 175’s foundation, Suzuki’s experi
ence with the 250, the 175’s pre-produc formance were first-rate. Carburetion was
tion race-testing and John Morgan’s nearly spot-on, with the mid-range run
commitment to the product resulted in a ning just a bit rich. Gearbox and clutch
machine which performs particularly well. action is likewise excellent. When you
Generally, the PE’s power characteris need to hustle you can shift through gears
tics can be typified as genial and smooth. full throttle.
Anticipating the question of any serious
In any type of riding, the engine has an
abundance of torque and builds revs 175cc enduro, two-day or cross-country
slowly and predictably. While trail riding, rider, we match-raced the PEI 75 against
especially on tight, low-speed trails with the Yamaha IT175. In a straight-line drag
79
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race, the IT consistently pulled the PE by
five to seven bike lengths by the time both
bikes peaked in sixth gear. Even with
different riders on board, the results were
the same. The Yamaha was significantly
stronger in third, fourth and fifth gears,
and both bikes stayed dead even in sixth,
each having the same top speed. In all
fairness, it must be said that enduro bikes
are not meant to be drag racers, but this
run-off brought out a couple of salient
facts. First, a stronger mid-range charge
would undoubtedly make the PE more
competitive with the IT and would make
the PE more enjoyable for both enduro
and cross-country riders. The problem is
getting that power; certainly spot-on nee
dle jetting would produce a sharper mid
range throttle response.
The PE/IT comparison likewise sug
gested that the Team Suzuki bikes have
been tweaked for a bit more power. Ma
chines with horsepower deficits don’t win
National Enduros overall, even with an
excellent rider aboard. We tore down our
test bike to see what modifications an
owner could easily make and to surmise
what the factory may have done to its
team bikes. Just polishing and matching
the rough ports would certainly improve
the gas flow and unleash some power.
Further, the cylinder head uses a 0.5mm
gasket; replacing it with a 0.3mm gasket
would raise the compression slightly and
boost the power. Some field experience
indicates that this particular engine will
stand a bit more timing (18 to 20 degrees
BTC) to preserve good low-end power.
The PE, moreover, is super-quiet:
stock, it registers a mere 84dB(A). If the
bike were to be used strictly in closedcourse competition, some power could be
gained by reducing the exhaust re
striction. With clean ports, slightly higher
compression, advanced timing and better
exhaust breathing—simple and nearly
cost-free modifications—the PE would
undoubtedly be among the fastest 175s
available. And with that kind of perfor
mance, a PEI 75 owner might have a
machine capable of winning an ISDT
Qualifier or a National Enduro.
In all types of terrain, the PE’s frame
geometry and construction result in high
speed stability and overall excellent han
dling. A 55.9-inch wheelbase, 239-pound
wet weight and proper weight bias allow
the PE to forge through whoops straightand-true and wind precisely along high
speed, twisty trails. A 30-degree head
angle, which the PE has, theoretically
results in neutral steering response, but
other dimensions—primarily trail and
wheelbase—also affect response. The
175 turns relatively quickly and oversteers
just slightly in tight woods. If the rider uses
some throttle and body English though,
the PE is overall very nimble.
CYCLE

Muffler is very quiet but restrictive; heavy-duty
rock guard protects chain, tensioner and sprocket.

*

Cleaning the ports would improve the gas
boost power at all rpm; case-reed valves help low-end.

Make and model............................................ Suzuki PEI 75
Price, suggested retail.............................................. $1149
ENGINE
Type...................... Two-stroke, single-cylinder, air-cooled,
piston-port and case-reed induction
Bore and stroke ........... 62.0 x 57.0mm (2.44 in. x 2.24 in.)
Piston displacement........................... 172cc (10.5 cu. in.)
Compression ratio ...................................... 7.6:1 (trapped)
Carburetion...........................(1) 32mm slide-throttle Mikuni
Exhaust system Upswept pipe with silencer/spark arrestor
Ignition................................................ Capacitor discharge,
reverse-voltage triggered, magneto
Air filtration...................................... Oiled foam, washable
Bhp @ rpm.................................................. 17.82 @ 9000
Torque @ rpm ............................................ 11.00 @ 7500

Fork had progressive response; Metzeler tires, though
not absolutely necessary, would provide more traction.

ELECTRICAL
Power source ....................................... Flywheel magneto
Headlight beams, high/low ................................ 15W/15W
Tail/stop lights
.................................... 5W/no stop light
INSTRUMENTS
Includes
................................. resettable odometer
CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT
Customer Relations Department
U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp.
13767 Freeway Drive
Santa Fe Springs CA 90670
(213) 921-4461

TRANSMISSION
Type .............. Six-speed, constant-mesh, wet-plate clutch
Primary drive
Gear, 58/21,2.761
Final drive................. 520 chain, 48/12 sprockets, 4.000:1
Gear ratios, overall
(1) 34/11 (2) 31/14 (3) 28/17
(4) 25/20 (5) 23/22 (6) 21 /24

CHASSIS
Type............................ Single-downtube, full-cradle frame;
leading-axle fork, swing-arm suspension
Wheelbase ............................................ 1420mm
(55.9in.)
Rake/trail ........................................ 30°/130mm
(5.12in.)
Brake and hub, front Cable-actuated, double-shoe drum
rear .......................... Cable-actuated, double-shoe drum
Wheel, front ............................ Takasago, one rim-lock rim
rear ...................................... Takasago, two rim-lock rim
Tire, front ....... IRC 3.00 x 21 in. Volcanduro knobby; 4 pr
rear ............. IRC 4.00 x 18 in. Volcanduro knobby; 4 pr
Seat height..................................................914mm
(36.6in.)
Ground clearance..................................... 291mm
(11.5in.)
Fuel capacity.......................12 lit. (3.2 gal.)/2 lit. (0.53 gal.)
Curb weight, full tank............................... 108 kg (238 lbs.)
Test weight.............................................. 185 kg (408 lbs.)
RPMxlOO
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SUZUKI PEI 75....... Continued from page 80

Though nothing trick, the front and rear
suspension units do a good job of han
dling the terrain. Most of all, the PE’s ride
is plush. The suspension is set up a bit
soft for typical hours-long enduro work,
and the resulting comfort is pleasing. Es
pecially commendable is the fork’s
smooth, progressive and fade-free damp
ing action. The fork comes stock with 10weight KYB fork oil, which worked well in
all of the test riding. The front fork has
sufficiently stiff springs to avoid bottom
ing, yet the initial spring response allows
the fork to respond quickly to small and
intermediate bumps. With three pre-load
positions, the gas/oil shocks performed
acceptably well. For a 170-pound rider,
the shocks were a bit soft and bottomed
often, especially over high-speed
whoops. Adjusting the pre-load (a timeconsuming procedure) helped, but the
shocks are better for comfort than for
high-speed handling.
The PE’s wheel assemblies roll on IRC
tires which provide good traction for a
generally dry climate. The Takasago rims
held their spoke adjustment and did not
ding even though we rode through many
rocky areas. At the Two-Day qualifiers
most of the PE riders showed up with
Metzeler or Hi-Point tires wrapped around
Sun rims, but the change is unnecessary.
Both front and rear cable-actuated
brakes stopped the bike quickly and pro
gressively. Unlike the RM-C’s full-floating

design, the PE’s rear brake set-up (from
the RM-B) is non-floating; the brake’s
torque arm attaches to the swing arm.
Generally, a full-floating brake is superior
to a conventional setup. When a full
floating brake is activated, pressure is
exerted on the torque arm, which trans
fers that load to the chassis. When a non
floating brake is activated, the torque arm
feeds the load into the swing arm; the
swing arm is pushed down at the pivot
and up at the axle. This action com
presses the rear suspension and results in
wheel hop under hard braking. A full
floating brake goes a long way to elimi
nate the hop by routing the braking loads
to the chassis.
However, there’s no free lunch: the
RM’s torque-arm bracket extends down
ward from the backing plate, a position
fine for motocross but vulnerable to rocks
in an enduro situation. The bracket’s posi
tioning on the PE is not required by any
mechanical principle; the bracket is sim
ply an RM/PE shared component, be
cause it would be far more costly to build
an entirely different free-floating arrange
ment for the PE.
Overall fit and feel of the PE is excellent:
the 175 feels like a big bike. The seating
position is natural and comfortable,
though the rear fender can be felt occa
sionally through the seat’s foam. Han
dlebar positioning is somewhat forward,
with the bar mounted directly above the
triple clamps in contrast to the RM’s rear-
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SCOTTSOALE/Motorcycle City
2608 North Scottsdale Road

BELVIDERE/The DynoShop
1007 Logan Ave
CHICAGO/Oolezal Bros
1637 Blue Island Ave
CHICAGO/Midwes! Motorcycle Imports
4301 W. North Ave
HARVEY/Harvey Cycle
& Camper. Inc
14755 Halsted St
LOCKPORT/Larry s Cycle Sales
Rt 171 & Smith Rd
NAPERVILLE/The Starting Line Inc
25 W 223 Ogden Ave
PALATINE/Power Motors
1900 N Rand Rd (Rt 12)
ROCK ISLAND/Dale s Cycle Shop
2024-4 Ave

CALIFORNIA
GLENDALE/Woods Motor Shop
525 W Colorado St
LONG BEACH/Long Beach
Moto Guzzi-Ducati
624 W Pacific Coast Hwy
NATIONAL CITY/Sonny Angel
Motorcycles Inc
34 East 18th Street
OAKLAND, Schleicher Motors
7954-56 MacArthur Boulevard
SACRAMENTO Hall Burdette
2010 Del Paso Bivd
SAN BERNARDINO Bills Cycle
824 N Waterman
SAN FRANCISCO Munrce Motors
Triumph Moto Guzzi
Motorcycle Sales & Service
412 Valencia St.
SANTA CLARA/Cycle Sports
2355 El Cammo Real
VALLEIO/Ted Phelps Motorcycles
1639 Sears Pt. Rd (Hwy. 37)

COLORADO
DENVER/Harty s Motors Inc
965 Santa Fe

CONNECTICUT
NORWALK/Ham s Motorcycle Shop Inc
59 Fort Point Street
WAREHOUSE POINT/Marsh Motorcycle Co
36 North Road
WEST HARTFORD/New England
Cycle Sales Inc.
544 New Park Ave.
WINSTED/Cycle Therapy
R FD. #4 Rt. 8
SOUTHINGTON/Schuster's Cycle Sales
Pratt St.

FLORIDA
BROOKSVILLE/Amsler Motors Corp
1040 US 98 North
DAYTONA/JeH s Cycle Service
2600 South Nova Road
FT MYERS/Carwana Moto
Guzzi Sales & Service
2827 Palm 8each Blvd
SARASOTA/Big Ben Moto
Guzzi Sales & Service
1701 N Lime Ave. & 17th St.

GEORGIA
ATHENS/Cycle Specialties ot Athens
220 Oak St.

INDIANA
DECATUR/Drake Cycle Shop
ELKHART/Collrns Cycle Sales
56173 Rt 7 CR 13S
INDIANAPOLIS/England Cycle Inc
3562 West 10th St
MUNCIE/City Cycle Moto Guzzi Sales
2305 E 29th
TELL CITY/Brown s Motorcycle Sales
Brushy Fork Road
WOLCOTT /Milligan Cycle Shop
RRl-Box 171

IOWA
DES MOINES/Ozzie s Cycle Sales
4770 NE 29th
IOWA CITY/European Motorcycles Ltd
Highway 1 West
KEOKUK/Irvm Cycle Sales
1128 Main
WATERLOO/Webers Cycle Center Inc
735 Ansborough

KANSAS
DESOTO/Penners Cycle Barn
Box 495
WICHITA/# 1 Cycles ot Wichita
339 North West Street

LOUISIANA
GRETNA/Vernon's Cycle Shop
1131 Huey P long Ave
SlIDEll/Southside Cycles
757 Old Spanish Trl

MAINE
AUGUSTA/Suzuki North
133 Mount Vernon Avenue

MARYLAND
ABINGDON/Jaget Bros Enterprises. Ltd
3911 Pulaski Highway

MASSACHUSETTS
BEVERIY/Freeman Cycle Inc
50 Federal St
EVERETT Parkway Cycles
— Moto Guzzi
1865 Revere Beach Parkway
HYDE PARK Metropolitan Motois
1661 Hyde Park Avenue
MIlllS, Millis Cycle
Rte 109
NEWTON Farcos
Moto Guzzi Sales
320 Watertown St
PITTSFIELD/Bedstone Cycle
1608 W Housatomc Si Rte 20
SOMERVILLE'Riverside
Motorcycles
290 Somerville Ave
STURBRIDGE, Roland s Cycle
Scooter Shop
Wallace Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT Blackies Custom
M/C Engs Inc
10610 Joy Rd
FLINT 'Flint Indian Sales
923 N Saginaw
LANSING/GT Motois
816 E Howe Ave
MIDLAND/Midland Cycle Sales
5996 N Jefferson Rd
MUSKEGON/Snell Motorcycle Sales
590 Ottawa St

MINNESOTA
BLOOMINGTON/leos Motorcycle
Sales Inc
9521 Garfield Ave S
FRONTENAC/Frontenac Cycle Sales
Box 41 Hwys 61-63
WINTHROP/Petersen Outdoor Equip
303W2nd

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY/Northland Moto Guzzi
303 N.E. 72nd
RAYTOWN/Raytown Cycle Center
6324 Overton
ST LOUIS/Donnelson Cycles Inc
3328 Woodson Rd
ST LOUIS/Motorsport
6115 Gravois Avenue

(Continued on page 122)
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PARTICIPATING DEALERS.
BAlTIMORE/8altimore Cycles
6020 Eastern Ave
BRUNSWICK/Halley Motorcycle Sales
1001 Petersville Road

set bar. The rider finds himself in a com
fortable, serious, go-fast crouch. But
when just plonking along and standing
straight up, the shocks will chafe at the
rider’s legs. The 13.5-inch-high pegs
provided good ground clearance for Cy
cle's test riders. However, some of the
factory riders have mounted PE250 pegs
which give an extra three-quarters of an
inch clearance. An extra rock and brush
guard for the chain extends down from
the swing arm, protecting the lower and
forward portion of the rear sprocket. An
RM-type chain tensioner functioned well.
There is a clever combination tool that
attaches to the right side of the triple
clamps. It has 12, 17 and 24mm box
sections, which fit the spark plug, chain
adjusters and front and rear axles.
A large, accessible foam air cleaner
rests in the air box below the seat. The top
of the box attaches via two clips, and the
breather hole is the only place water can
enter the induction system. Though test
riders crossed a two-foot deep stream
again and again, waterlogging did not
pose a problem.
When designers of the PE were still
developing the bike, they asked for quickrelease axles and sprockets. Because the
bike is intended to be a pure enduro
machine rather than an ISDT bike, those
features never reached production.
Suzuki also wanted a folding brake lever
and gear shift lever, but Yamaha holds the

SPRINGFIELD/Road & Track Cycle Sales. Inc
600 College

MONTANA
GREAT FAllS/Tonys Cycle Center
1101 Smelter Ave

NEVADA
HENDERSON Bess Bros Cycle Shop
1605 Palm St

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANCHESTER/Fitzgerald Cycle Inc
782 Gold St
NASHUA Anderson Sports Center Inc
16 Progress Avenue

NEW JERSEY
DOVER'Competition Cycle Inc
249 E Blackwell St
I0BST0WN'Macho Touring Cycles Inc
Route 537
VINELAND Cycle Sport Center
South Delsea Drive
WAYNE The Sport Spot
168 Hamburg Tpke
WESTWOOD Westwood Suzuki Inc
701 Broadway

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE Rissmann Motois
& Cycles Inc
8414-4th St NW

NEW YORK
AlBION'Ace Cycle Sales
13935 West lee Rd
AL EXANDER. Sunnyside Cycle Sale* Inc
Main St
BALLSTON SPA/Helmans Garage
17 Washington St
BlOOMtNGBURG/Paul s Cycle Shop
RD 1 Box 101
BROOKLYN/TheKing
Motorcycle Corp
657 Utica Ave
BUFFALO/Empire Cycle
2928 Southwestern Blvd
U S Route 20
OELMAR/Chuck Long Enterprises
C and C Cycle
I54B Delaware Ave
OWEGO/Cycles otVifth Avenue
Box 8. Fifth Avenue
PORT WASHINGTON/Ghost Motorcycle Sales
194 Mam St
ROCHESTER/Suzuki ol Rochester. Inc
1180 Scottsville Rd

SIONEY/Higgins Motor Sales
Rte 7 Box 565

NORTH CAROLINA
HIGH POINT/G & H Cycle Sales
1313 N Mam St
BLACK MOUNTAIN /Osteens Cycles Inc
US 70 East

READING/Fritzs
236 N 9th St
WIlKES-BARRE/lron Horse. Ltd
Wilkes-Plaza—Rt 309

RHODE ISLAND
NEWPORT/Newport Yamaha
134 Broadway

OHIO

TEXAS

ASHLAND/Pifer s Cycle Sales
1602 Cottage St.
GENEVA/The Motorcycle Shop
4730 N Ridge East
HUNTSBURG/The Bike Barn
Harley-Davidson Sales
12381 Madison Rd
MANSFIELD/Umted Motor Sales
1092 W Fourth St
NAVARRE/Mathias Sports Center
6421 Navarre Road S W
NORTH LIMA/Moto Guzzi Hangar
113 E. South Range Rd.
ROSSBURG/Lightsville Garage
12700 Route 49 No
SALINEVILLE/Eish Enterprises
Route 3
SWANTON/WalFam. Inc
Motor Sports Sales
12146 Airport Highway

AUSTIN/Hauflet Cycle Center
4312 Gillis
FT WORTH/Mark I Motorcycles Inc
623 N Chandler
GRAND PRAIRIE/Storms Cycle
3000 E Jefferson
HOUSTON/Motorcyde Sales Service
2108 Leeland Ave
MIDLANO/Moto Guzzi Sales
1505 W Industrial
ODESSA/Wilson s Motorcycles
2614 Kermit Hwy.
RICHARDSON/Dallas
Motorcycle Sales Inc.
410N. Central Expressway
SAN ANTONIO/Krumms Cycle Shop
2307 Bandera Rd
UNIVERSAL CITY/Yamaha City
1737 Pat Booker

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY Cal s
Motorcycle Sales Inc
701 SE 29
TULSA 'Atlas Cycle Sales
6708 E 11th St

OREGON
ALBANY Two Wheel Horse
956 So Geary SI
MILTON FREEWATER SuperBike
Moto Guzzi-Ducati
8 N E 7th
PORTLAND Portland Motorcycle Co
Suzuki-Moto Guzzi-Ducati
933 N.E 82nd

PENNSYLVANIA
AQUACHICOLA Hunsicket s
Moto Guzzi Sales
P0 Box 11
BATH/Bath Hardware & Cycle
121-25 Walnut Street
BRADFORD/Pete s Cycle Shop
18 Corwin Lane
GREENSBURG/Westmoreland
Moto Guzzi Sales
RD #5'
HARRISBURG/lack Harman
Motorcycle Shop
808 Parkway Di
PLEASANT VALLEY,Albert Sigmans
Rt 212

VERMONT
BENNINGTON In State
Motorcycle Center
125 Northside Drive
NO ClARENDON/BndgestoneSSS
Airport Road
PLAINFIEID/Just Imports
Rt 2
SPRINGFIEID/Eureka Triumph
& Moto Guzzi Sales
& Service
Eureka Rd

WASHINGTON
SEATTIE/Dragers Motorcycle
1207 Dexter Avenue North
SPOKANE German Auto Service
E 3335 Trent Ave

WISCONSIN
ALLENTON/Vetn s Kawasaki
Hwy 33 & WW
CUBA CITY/Jim's Cycle Sales
317N Mam
MADISON/Decker H-0 Sales. Inc
2613 S. Stoughton Rd
MILWAUKEE/American R VS. Inc
1700 East North Avenue
T0MAH/Larry's Power Centei
Highway 12-16 East

We Solve
Frame, Fork
and Wheel
Problems.
• Spoke Manufacture.
• America's largest source of spokes.
Tell us what hub and rim you have.
We'will furnish the spoke you need.
• Expert frame straightening.
• Complete wheel lacing service.
• Send 50<t today for catalog.
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YOU UP?
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specialists at
POWROLL
think you
should have no
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It’s
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It's
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the exact
components for
highest performance
of your engine.
POWROLL
PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTS. INC.
Shevlin Park Road
P.O. Box 1206 CG9
Bend, Oregon 97701
503/382-6395

BUCHANAN'S
FRAME SHOP • 629 E Garvey Ave • Monterey Park Calif 91754 • 1213 > 280-4003

*|.S. MI. 4,010,976

An exclusive resilient mounting system permits
comfort and convenience unmatched many fairing
. ... at any price.
more

SILHOUETTE FAIRINGS P.OBox 1672
Martinsville, Ind. 46151 (317) 342-2300

SUZUKI PEI 75

Continued from page 82

motorcycle manufacturers’ patents on
these items. As a result, most Team riders
have added aftermarket folding levers.
In all respects, Suzuki designers have
executed nicely the finishing touches.
Both fenders are extra wide for particu
larly muddy areas. The 15-watt headlight
has a high/low beam and a rock guard to
protect the lens, and the light was suffi
cient for play riding at night though more
light would be needed for night racing. An
austere-looking but functional odometer/
trip meter is provided; no speedometer is
attached because it’s not necessary for
competition. Additionally, the designers
developed an excellent quick-change
throttle assembly which allows installation
of a new cable in little more than a minute.
A large skid plate that’s stock on the PE
is especially effective in rocky terrain; in
muddy areas, the plate shovels up a
pound or two of dirt, and owners may opt
to weld on a bar-type case protector.
With the PEI 75, Suzuki has proven that
it has the capability of producing a bona
fide enduro bike. For most enduro riders
the amount of power is perfectly accept
able, and its wide powerband and gradual
throttle response makes the bike easy and
enjoyable to ride. Other owners who want
more horsepower can find it in the powerplant’s internals, ready to be tapped.
Above all, the PE’s first-rate handling
characteristics make it easy, fun and safe
to ride fast.
®

CIRCLE NO. 45 ON READER SERVICE PAGE.

AT THE NUMBER ONE
/TOURING FAIRING!
If you want AM/FM/CB, 7 cubic
feet of storage, running lights
and air horns-buy an 18 wheeler.
HOWEVER

If you want rider comfort, the
feeling of being on a motorcycle,
a wide choice of handlebar
applications and the sexiest look
on two wheels-buy the
RACER 1 S.2 SPORT/
TOURING FAIRING.

jter all, why do you ride
a motorcycle?
.OO for the 1978 catalog.

dick’s cycle west, inc.

rac! l 401 agostino rood, Son Gabriel,
%MI CA91776 • (213)287-9656
122

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE PAGE.
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This Month's Cover: It's a bird, it's a plane, it's
an Italian. Actually it's an Italian Bimota rolling
chassis powered by a Suzuki GS-750 four-cylinder.
The Bimota SB2 is the most glorious kit bike ever
devised by welders of tubes, beaters of panels
and officers of loan. For attracting attention, the
SB2 is the best thing since sparkler-equipped handle
bar streamers and flaming parrots. And for going fast,
the Bimota SB2 is the best thing the money of most of
us will ever buy. Feature begins on page 28.
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